PHILOSOPHY
Transfer Requirements

The following requirements for the major are subject to change without notice. To assure that this information is current, you should consult with a Philosophy counselor, or review articulation agreements via the Internet at WWW.ASSIST.ORG. You may also consult the Articulation Officer for specific articulation agreements.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Philosophy is concerned with the basic assumptions we make about the world and ourselves. It is the basis for examining one's own feelings, thoughts, perceptions and beliefs. The study of philosophy develops analytic and problem-solving skills. New roles for philosophers involve raising ethical issues and examining environmental and social problems created by modern technology. A major in philosophy is a foundation for college and university teaching, graduate study in such fields as diplomacy, law, library science, social science, and theology. The outlook for career opportunities is not very good but a double major may enhance career opportunities (e.g., logic with mathematics, aesthetics with art or literature, value theory with political science, theories of knowledge with biology or psychology, or ethics with business administration). Philosophers are now finding a new role as consultants to business and industry on ethical issues.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON
Philosophy 2, 8
Note: Philosophy electives: 12 units total, no more than 6 units of lower division courses, which have not been used to fulfill other requirements.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH
Philosophy 2 or 3 or 23; Philosophy 10, 11
Note: Up to 12 lower division units may be counted toward the major.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES
English 1C; Philosophy 2
Pre-law option: add Philosophy 5 or 8

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, NORTHridge
Philosophy 8, 10, 11

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
Philosophy 2 or 10 or 11; Philosophy 3 or 23

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
Philosophy 2, 8, 10, 11; French 4 or Japan 4 or Spanish 4;

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Philosophy 3, 8, 11; one additional course from: Philosophy 7 or 23

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Philosophy 8
Option: Law and Society: add Psychology 9B

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
Philosophy 8

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
Option I: Core Philosophy: Philosophy 8; recommended: Philosophy 10, 11
Option II: Ethics/Public Policy: Philosophy 3, 8

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Philosophy 2 or 3 or 11